Retinal imaging after corneal inlay implantation.
We report 2 cases of implantation with the Kamra corneal inlay to describe central and peripheral retinal visibility and the quality of optical coherence tomography (OCT) scans. Under pharmacological mydriasis, the central and peripheral retina was explored without disturbance by an experienced retinal ophthalmologist. Central color imaging was done without difficulty, and peripheral imaging was accurate despite a small bright shadow in every image. The quality of the OCT scans of the macular line, macular 3-dimensional cube, and macular radial protocols were 156.51, 77.49, and 84.35, respectively, in patient 1 and 106.66, 63.03, and 64.69, respectively, in patient 2 without artifact scanning. The inlay allowed normal visualization of the central and peripheral fundus, as well as good-quality central and peripheral imaging and OCT scans.